Local Coal Merchants
Just about every small small station with a goods yard had a coal merchant operating from
it – often several. They were usually small firms selling mainly to domestic customers, and
the merchant normally had his office within the coal yard. In addition local industries might
have complete wagon loads of coal delivered.
The coal yard was often separate from the goods yard, or at least a separate siding:
unloading coal was a dirty business that generated a lot of dust.
Many modellers seem to have copied the coal handling facilities from other models rather
than photographs of real locations, as as they usually have coal bins (sometimes called
coal cells) next to a coal road in the goods yard with the road and coal lorries on the far
side of the bins.
In practice a merchant would try to avoid putting coal into coal bins because that involved
double handling – unload to ground, then load the bagged coal onto the delivery lorry.
Much better was to bag the coal directly from the wagon onto the delivery lorry. So the
most important thing was a road where you could back your lorry up against the wagon. A
set of scales for weighing the 1 cwt bags would be prominent.

A well modelled small coal yard on the O gauge layout East Dean. Note the scales to the
left of the lorry (though they would probably be on the wagon or lorry while weighing coal),
the man standing in the wagon bagging coal, and the coal bins at right angles to the track.
The payment to the railway to for transporting a wagon load of coal allowed the wagon to
remain on the coal road for 3 days while it was unloaded, and if a railway company wagon
the hire of the wagon for that period. After this period additional daily charges were levied
for “demurrage” (keeping the wagon beyond the agreed period if it was not owned by the
merchant) and siding rental (as coal sidings were railway owned except for a few major
users like power stations and large gas works).
Example daily rates in the 1930s were 6s 2d siding rent and 3s 2d demurrage for a coal
wagon – expensive considering coal was about £1 a ton! 3 days were just about enough to
bag and deliver a wagon load of coal using a single delivery lorry without having to unload
any into a bin, and a merchant would aim to do this. It helped if the wagon was 10T rather
than 12T, which was why small merchants preferred 10T wagons.

The door of the wagon might be rested on the back of the lorry or on a wooden prop to
form a platform: this practice was disapproved of as being dangerous but seems to have
been common.

Many modellers incorrectly refer to coal bins as coal staithes: coal staithes are structures
for unloading coal onto boats or ships like this one on East Quay, Chapel Pill (OO9) which
features a working coal tippler that tilts the wagon so the coal comes out of the end door
down the chute. The word staithe seems to have come into use for coal bins because of a
mistake by Hornby many years ago.

We did not have pictures of the coal yard at Basingstoke, so the bins
modelled are guesswork. Probably more of the siding would have been
open to allow direct unloading.
May places did not have bins at all, coal was simply stored as in heaps on the ground,
often against the wall of the yard. The coal stockpiled in heaps or bins might be coal
bought cheaply in the summer months, or less popular grades. There were lots of different
arrangements, as aerial photographs show:






Track, then a road, then bins or heaps on the far side of the road, often against the
edge of the yard area.
Bins on one side of the track with a road outside them, with another road the other
side for direct unloading (usually small yards with lots of space)
Bins at right angles to the track in line with or beyond the buffers.
A few bins at one end, with most of the siding with direct access by lorry.
Large bins between two roads, closed both sides – usually very big yards with a
crane for loading and unloading.

The end of the bin that faced the road was normally open.
A single wagon could take 2 weeks to make a round trip, probably longer, so a small
merchant would need at least 4 wagons to keep up a continuous supply. In practice they
often had only 2 or 3 and relied on wagons from the colliery, railway company, or coal
factor (a coal wholesaler). I imagine part of the problem was that trade was seasonal, and
they might only need one wagon a week in summer. If they had more there would be a
problem of how to avoid siding rental for the unused wagons: one option was to get the
colliery to keep the loaded wagon a few days before despatching it.

These bins on the 4mm layout Empingham are a more typical layout, with
the track one side of the road and the bins against the edge of the yard.
A coal siding would at any time contain several wagons, some empty and others part
loaded, and often belonging to several different traders. Typically loaded wagons would
arrive early morning, and empties be taken away in the evening, so at some time during
the day the wagons would all be moved around to get at the ones at the end of the siding.
Sometimes a merchant would want a wagon moved to a more convenient position and try
and get the railway company to do this.
As well as paying for delivery of the coal, the merchant (if they owned the wagon) would
have to pay other charges. To reduce paperwork two “Commuted Charge” schemes were
introduced. The first, introduced in 1926, was indicated by a yellow Cc mark on the wagon
and for 1 shilling per year covered moving and storing damaged wagons while they were
being repaired. The second, in 1933, had a yellow 5-pointed star 6” in diameter and
covered haulage of empty PO wagons. The records of wagons registered under these
schemes are the main source of information about who owned PO wagons; John Arkell,
the HMRS Private Owner Wagon Steward, has a database of these and of known pictures
of PO wagons.
Barnoldswick, a cotton weaving town of about 12,000 people, provides a good example of
traffic in a small industrial town. The station received 10+ wagon loads of coal a day, a lot
of coal. The 1930s “Kelly's Directory” for the period (an early version of “Yellow Pages” that
you can buy on CD) lists 5 coal merchants in the coal yard and 12 weaving sheds in the

town. 3 of the coal merchants and 4 of the sheds had PO wagons registered (presumably
all the weaving sheds received wagon loads of coal, though perhaps several sheds shared
a load as several had offices at the same address). A photograph shows that in addition
the Barnoldswick Cooperative Industrial Society had an office in the coal yard. The town
gas works must have received a lot of coal. As well as the coal sidings the yard had a coal
chute where wagons could unload through side doors onto a chute to a lorry on a road at a
lower level – something I have not come across elsewhere except for unloading onto canal
boats.
If you are modelling the NE of England most of the above does not apply, as hoppers were
used rather than standard mineral wagons and unloaded through bottom doors over coal
drops. Some standard minerals had bottom doors for unloading, these seem to have been
rarely used.

Typical North Eastern coal drops on the 2mm scale layout Wansbeck Road.
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